NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SCHOOL GAMES RULES 2018 / 2019

YEAR 5 & 6: Netball– Competition rules & guidelines
Competition Qualification
Level 3 School Games:
Number of squads per SSP:

Summer
2

Competition Format
High 5 Netball
Development - Sports that are designated as ‘Development’ are aimed at engaging new participants
into that sport. This could be different children to those who are chosen by the school to be part of
the competitive teams or it could be a child who has not tried the development sport before but
might take up the sport if given the opportunity to access it. They will not be members of community
sports clubs in that sport (but might be a club member in a different sport(s). Eligibility criteria is set
to engage new participants into the sport. If required the criteria will be set on a ‘sport by sport’ basis.
Squad Information
Minimum Squad Size:

7 (maximum of 3 boys)

Maximum Squad Size:

9 (maximum of 3 boys)

Year Groups
Year 5 / Year 6

Gender
Girls only or a mixed team with a maximum of
3 boys per team. Maximum of 2 boys on court
at any one time.

Equipment (Schools need to provide/take to competition)
 High 5 Netball bibs
 Squad rotation sheets
Competition Rules
Court: 30.5m x 15.25m (maximum size) (100ft x 50ft); Posts: Ring should be 2.74m from the ground
(9ft post)
Players:
1) The squad should consist of a minimum of 7 players and a maximum of 9 players.
2) 5 players on the court at any one time (max of 2 boys).
3) Positions are as follows; GA = Goal Attack
GS = Goal Shooter
C = Centre
GD = Goal Defence GK = Goal Keeper
S = Scorer
T = Time Keeper
CPM = Centre Pass Marker
Duration:
1) Games should be made up of 2 halves. The length of these halves will depend on the number
of teams entering the competition and time restraints. Teams should change ends at the end
of each half.
Scorers, Time Keepers and Centre Pass Markers:
1) When squad members are off court they take on the scoring and timekeeping roles. In squads
of 8 or 9, one person should also be responsible for recording and calling whose centre it is.
2) Scorers: keep a simple score card for their own team.

3) Time Keeper: time each half of the game and indicate to the Umpire when the half has
finished.
4) Centre Pass Marker: Keep a note of whose centre pass it is and indicates to the Umpire after
each goal is scored and at the beginning of each half.
Start of Play:
1) Team Captains toss a coin to determine who takes the first centre pass. Subsequent Centre
Passes must be taken alternately.
2) Play is started by a pass from the ‘Centre’ (the player with the ball must have both feet in the
circle).
3) At the start of play, the GS, GA, GD and GK may be anywhere in the goal third. The opposing
C shall be anywhere in the centre third and free to move.
4) When the Umpire blows the whistle the C must pass the ball within 4 seconds and obey the
footwork rule.
5) The ball must be caught or touched in the Centre Third.
6) Everyone must observe the 1m (3ft) distance rule.
7) Players can only jump/mark a player to defend a pass or shot (jump must be straight up in
the air).
Playing the Ball:
1) A player must;
i)
Pass or shoot within 4 seconds of receiving the ball.
ii)
Obey the footwork rule.
2) A player may not:
i)
Deliberately kick the ball.
ii)
Bounce the ball more than once.
iii)
Hand or roll the ball to another player.
iv)
Place their hands on a ball held by an opponent.
v)
Use the goalpost as a support in receiving the ball going out of court or to gain
balance.
vi)
Throw the ball over a complete third without it being touched or caught by another
player in that third.
vii)
Throw the ball while sitting/lying on the ground.
viii)
Regain possession of the ball, having dropped or thrown it, before another player has
touched it.
3) If any of the above is done a free pass is given.
Footwork:
1) A player may receive the ball with one foot grounded or may jump to catch and land on one
foot. While that landing foot remains on the ground, the other foot may be removed in any
direction and any number of times, pivoting on the landing foot if desired; hopping is not
allowed.
2) A player may receive the ball whilst both feet are grounded, or may jump to catch and land
on both feet simultaneously. The player may then choose to move either foot or the
remaining foot shall then be considered to be the landing foot. While that landing foot
remains on the ground, the other foot may be removed in any direction and any number of
times, pivoting on the landing foot if desired; hopping is not allowed.
Scoring a Goal:
1) A Goal is cored when the ball passes completely through the ring from the top to bottom.

2) A goal may only be scored by the GS or GA, shooting the ball from any part of the shooting
circle.
Defending, Obstruction and Contact:
1) When a player is holding the ball, the distance on the ground between the player’s landing
foot and the nearer foot of the opponent must be at least 1m.
2) Defending the ball must be an unimpeded throwing or shooting action. One jump to intercept
a throw or shot at goal is permitted provided that the player is at least 1m away and that
arms are out outstretched prior to the jump; jumping up and down in front of the player is
not permitted.
3) Netball is a non-contact game. No player shall knock or push an opponent or interfere with
his/her player, either accidentally or deliberately.
Out of Court:
1) A ball is out of court when it, or a player touches it, touches the ground or an object outside
the court. The line counts as part of the court. A throw in is awarded to the opposing team.
2) If the ball hits the goal post, and bounces back into court, it is still in play.
Throw-In:
1) The throw is taken at the point where the ball crossed the line.
2) Any player allowed in that part of the court may take the throw in. They must ensure both
their feet are behind the line.
3) When a player taking the throw in has checked that all other players are on court she/he
must release the ball within 4 seconds.
Offside:
1) A player is offside if they enter an area of the court in which they are not allowed.
Penalties: Free pass/Penalty Pass or Shot:
1) A Free Pass;
i)
Is awarded to a team for any infringement of the rules except obstruction and
contact.
ii)
A player cannot shoot directly from a free pass.
2) A Penalty Pass / Penalty Shot;
i)
Is awarded to a team against any player causing obstruction, contact or when
defending players cause the goal post to move (so to interfere with the shot at goal).
ii)
A player may shoot if the penalty is awarded in the circle – the offending player must
stand still beside and away from the player taking the pass/shot.
iii)
A penalty pass or shot (inside the circle), is taken from the point where the
infringement occurred and may be taken by any member of the team allowed in that
part of the court.
Toss-Up:
1) The Umpire take a ‘Toss Up’ when 2 opposing players simultaneously;
i)
Gain possession of the ball
ii)
Knock the ball out of court
iii)
Are offside with the ball
iv)
Contact each other
v)
Or when the Umpire is unsure about which player is responsible for any infringement
or who had possession of the ball when the game was stopped for injury.
2) The two players stand facing each other and the goal into which their team is shooting. They
stand with their arms at their sides and their feet in any position, with 1m between one

player’s front foot and that of his/her opponent. The umpire flicks the ball not more than
60cm (2ft) into the air from a point midway between the two players from just below the
shoulder level of the shorter player’s normal standing position. The whistle is blown as the
umpire releases the ball. The ball is now in play.
Scoring
Game: the Team scoring the most goals are the winners
League/Tournament Competition: Win = 5 points
Draw = 3 points
Loss = 1 point
Loss but scores 50% of the total score = 1 ‘Bonus’ point
First Aid & Emergency Procedures
Schools are responsible for the provision and administration of their own First Aid.
The Competition Organiser will brief all School Staff prior to the start of the competition, and will
provide information about emergency procedures.
Withdrawing from a Competition
In the event your school has to withdraw from the Competition, you need to inform your School Sport
Manager at your earliest convenience, ideally with a minimum of 48 hours’ notice.
Head Teachers will be notified of schools withdrawing from the competition.
Cancellation of a Competition
In the unlikely event the competition has to be cancelled the Competition Organiser will contact
schools at the earliest opportunity. If you are not contacted assume the competition is taking place.
Appendix
1) Rotation Sheets for a squad of 7
2) Rotation Sheet for a squad of 8
3) Rotation Sheet for a squad of 9
4) Match Score Sheet

Match Score Sheet
School Name:

School Name:

Goals Scored:

Goals Scored:

Goals Missed:

Goals Missed:

Half – time Score
(no. of goals scored)

Half – time Score
(no. of goals scored)

Goals Scored:

Goals Scored:

Goals Missed:

Goals Missed

2nd Half Score
(no. of goals scored)

2nd Half Score
(no. of goals scored)

Full time Score
(Total no. of goals
scored)

Full time score
(Total no. of Goals
scored)

WINNERS

